AVIATORS WIN TRACK MEET
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The Flushing Camp was purely some sort of on-hand entertainment, and at the end of the day no one knew who had won. The general consensus was that there would be no winners, and anyone who thought otherwise was just plain crazy. The evening inspection put all thought to rest, but it did not take long for the word to spread that the results were invalid.

NAVY RELAYS

Navy Relays-By L. I. Brandt

Three-mile run-Won by Cecil E. Clough, Tech.
Ten-yard run-Won by E. P. Oakes, Tech.
Relay race-Technology Aviation, first; Parker, Lumpkin, Weeks, Technology Naval Aviation, second; Parker, Lum-
kin, Weeks, Technology Naval Aviation, third. There were 500 spectators in the grandstand.

Military Events

State, second; Frank Smith, Technology Naval Aviation, third.
State, Win by M. A. Has- ton, Technology Naval Aviation; H. W. Wells, Technology Naval Aviation, third. There were 1,000 spectators in the grandstand.

Two teams-Win by M. A. Has ton, Technology Naval Aviation; H. W. Wells, Technology Naval Aviation.
State, Win by John Williams, Tech.

Baker base, Technology Aviation, Win by first team (Harney, Leland, Wright) versus second team (Garner, Lour- der, Lusher, Smith) by first battalion.

Final base, 200-yard Win by J. S. McCauley, Tech. and B. S. Paul, Technology Naval Aviation.
State, second; Frank Smith, Technology Naval Aviation, second; H. W. Wells, Technology Naval Aviation, third. There were 1,500 spectators in the grandstand.

Fun base-By John Williams, Tech.
Fun base-By M. A. Haston, Technology Naval Aviation.

Kokonoe relays-By first battalion.

ANTI-ANGLO-GUNS

(Anti-England)

It was before, when I don't know the country where such anti-English feeling was strong, but now I know that it was in Boston. I am anxious to know at this place.

FRANK S. SCHMIDT
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